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The 20-21 school year wrapped up on May 19!  WE MADE IT!  We all survived the wearing of masks, the

quarantines from time to time, the online learning when needed, the social distancing (hard to do for children and

adults alike), the limited or at times no outside attendance at events, learning that new world of ZOOM, and so

much more.  Parents, we couldn’t have done this without you.  Board members, we couldn’t have done this

without you.  Your support and continued  patience this year was greatly appreciated.

While the last 16 months brought with it struggles, it also opened up some doors to great resources. It forced all of

us to look at doing some things differently.  Some of the changes and adjustments we made opened doors for

improvement.  Those are the lessons I hope we focus on the most carrying with us these new ideas and methods as

we plan for the upcoming school year.  Next year will be here before we know it.  The planning wheels that need to

be churning in preparation are spinning!!  It is exciting to be thinking about what will come as we journey into our

post pandemic time.

State Assessments: We completed this year’s round of State Assessments; Math & ELA grades 3-8, & 10; Science

grades 5, 8, & 11.  Even through our rough year we were able to slightly  improve our overall grade level scores

since 2019.  We will be using these scores in combination with local testing data to identify areas for improvement

for our students.  Plans are already in place for additional resources to help us address learning gaps.

Play Day...Rain Day...thank goodness for Make Up Days! We were able to get in the K-5 Play Day and a MS Field

Day around rain drops.  They were great events all hosted at the football field.  Thank you Mr. Havenstein for

organizing these events.

On the way to the field with a little help crossing the highway!



Here are just a few of the wonderful memories made this spring….









Our annual Video Exhibitions were completed in a different format this year.  Students were able to email their

video taped presentations directly to their parents. The advancement of technology each year  sure keeps us

hopping!!

8th grade promotion ceremonies occurred on May 18th with 31 students participating.  They will be great

additions to VFHS as incoming freshmen this upcoming school year.  They celebrated with a parent sponsored trip

to Worlds of Fun and a parent sponsored dance



A BIG thank you goes out to the Rotary Club and their continued commitment and support of our students. Each

year our 5th graders are presented with their own personal dictionary and our 1st graders received their own

personalized I Like Me books.  Our students do truly benefit from your efforts!

Summer Sparks Academy was conducted from May  25 to June 11.  We had 50 students in attendance from K-8th

grade. Teachers were Mallory Jepson, Ariel Hinman, Stacie McGuire, Kaylyn Walker, and Paula Leidel, Jordan

Glassell, Cheryl Brosa, and Laura Reich.



The staff gathered on the last day of school to send the kids off with a smile as the buses passed in front of the

building!

Good Bye 2020-2021 school year!!


